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Andrew Davis’ Bevel Cut article from December 2017 titled “What’s A Product Life Cycle Anyway?”
prompted this article, in particular tools that have a long life cycle. I have one – but first an introduction.
My story starts some 40 plus years ago when I was a cabinetmaking student at Monty Tech in Fitchburg,
MA. I was in my second year of the 4 year program and found that even after spending the whole day in
shop, building all types of projects, I still wanted to come home and build more. I guess you might say
that I found my true passion, something I think most woodworkers can relate to. Although I did have
some tools that I bought (Sears router and a few bits) and some that my Dad had (a handful of hand
tools and a Sears radial arm saw) I still was looking for more, like the industrial tools at school.
Looking to develop a worthy workshop, I decided on a table saw so I could rip, crosscut, dado, and cut
miters. Most woodworkers look at it as the logical choice but looking back now I wouldn’t start there,
but that is another topic for another feature. I hoped for a new table saw with all the “bells and
whistles” (like the industrial ones in the school’s shop). Cost, however, would be an impediment – I had
little money and no job. My backup plan – the Mom and Dad Stratagem – ended without success as
well.
When I noticed an advertisement in Fine Woodworking magazine about making your own equipment a
new idea surfaced. But the immediate issue was how to machine metal parts. An arbor was nowhere to
be found. Being familiar with the projects at Monty Tech I contacted Ross, my friend and fellow student
at Monty Tech, to see if he could/would make some of the parts for me. While this approach didn’t
work out, yet another detour surfaced. Ross said that his grandfather had passed away some time ago
and that his grandmother only had his table saw to “get rid of”. So we agreed on a time to go and look
at it but I was still unsure it would work out. After all, I didn’t have much luck in the pursuit of my
building a genuine workshop with no more than spare change.
As we made our way to the garage I saw a very industrial looking table saw (probably 400 lbs.). I
thought to myself, now we are talking, but at what cost. Ross went in to the house to ask his
grandmother and a few minutes and 25 dollars later the deal was done. This detour was going to end in
my basement. Immediately,
before anybody had second
thoughts, we loaded it into
the back seat and trunk of my
brother’s ‘72 Dodge Colt. We
drove with the Colt’s rear
bumper almost dragging along
the road.
My dad and brother helped
move this beauty down the
stairs to the basement
workshop. We had to do this

in three pieces – the base, top, and motor with bracket. I spent the next few days cleaning and
realigning it, making a zero clearance insert, and sharpening the blade. I was ready for a test cut and
was amazed – this machine cut perfectly. The only negative was that the blade could be tilted for angle
cuts. The picture above shows the setup to rip a board. Interestingly, the way you adjust for blade
height is to adjust the table up on the infeed side.
The unit was made by Crescent Machine Co. in Ohio, which was a familiar name to me as we had a large
36” Crescent planer in the school’s shop.
I have since researched the saw and found out that it is a No. 0 table saw. As far as I can tell it was made
about 1925. That’s almost 100 years old! Although the spec sheet (see last page) says that it needs a 3
hp motor, mine is a 2 hp.
The picture below shows how big the motor is. You can see 12” combination square on top of the
motor).

Pictured below is the solid cast iron fence. This gets a bit heavy at a whopping 40 lbs. by the end of the
day.

As a reminder, here is the last paragraph from Andrew’s Bevel Cut article…
So, if nothing else, I came to recognize that product life cycles in my hobby industry (woodworking)
look nothing like the cycles in my professional life (high tech). So be it. I guess power tools would
fall into the general category of industrial goods (long cycle) and not consumer goods (short cycle).
This is probably second nature to any experienced woodworkers who fear not that a purchase they
make this week will be obsolete by next week. In fact, many have opined that “they don’t make
them like they used to” and the old USA-made power tools continue to have a viable life because so
many of the newer tools are made elsewhere at far lower quality levels. Hats off to the old days!
With some TLC, I’d like to think that my table saw would last for another 100 years or more. Right on,
Andrew. Hat’s off to the old days!

